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Call for Submission
Front Visionis a monthly100+ page comprehensive science and arts publication
in Chinese for children age 9 to 14. Written by a global team of authors and
scientists, every issue brings a new topic in depth to curious young minds. It is
our mission to make available world-class content to Chinese readers and foster
a love of life-long learning, independent thinking, and global citizenship. As a
result of our rapid growth and increasing influence for readers both in China and
overseas, we invite more writers around the world to contribute to “Front
Vision”.
Submission Categories
－ Feature article by assignment (up to 1,500 words)

Front Visionfeature articles cover a broad range of topics, including science,
technology, natural history, arts and cultures. Our staff editors generate the
main topic of each issue, and invite proposals exploring various angles of the
topic. Contents meeting our standards are usually informed, in-depth, and
appealing to kids.
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Front Visionfeature articles generally do not accept unsolicited manuscripts. A
potential idea should be submitted via a query letter, with key points of the
proposed piece, as well as a resume of the author with educational and writing
background.
We do welcome writers and artist to try out a list of topics decided by our staff
editors. Work submitted which meet our standards and publishing needs will be
gladly accepted.
－ Literature (up to 2,000 words)

Front Visionseeks high quality writing and illustration for children age 9 to 14.
We are very interested in works from the following genres: Science Fiction,
Contemporary Realistic, Fantasy/Adventure, and Comics. A resume of the author
with educational and writing background is required when submitted your work
for the first time.
Children of all ages may submit their stories, essays and art to various contests
periodically organized by Front Vision.

Inquiries and submissions by email to
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frontvision@xiaoduo.com.cn
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